Railroad Contractor
Railroad Contractors Perform Railroad Track Construction and
Railroad Track Maintenance.
There are four main areas of railroad work:
Railroad track roadbed preparation– this includes clearing, grading, subgrade
and sub-ballast, and drainage. This is the beginning phase of a new project which
prepares the ground surface to support the railroad tracks. Railroad maintenance
or repair can also be performed on the track roadbed. More…
Railroad track construction and railroad switches – To construct track, this is
the laying of the track itself including the switches—a mechanical installation-which allows for guiding the train onto varying lanes of track.
This work ranges from industrial tracks to complex switching leads and welded rail
running tracks and yards. More...
Railroad crossings, railroad signals and railroad platform crossings – This
includes preparation of the point at which rails cross roads and other platforms
and includes the use of asphalt, concrete, rubber, steel and wood materials.
Signals are electrical or mechanical equipment stationed along railway lines to
communicate the status of the lines to train controllers. More…
Crane rail construction and direct fixation track—this is a specialty area of
railroad installation, repairs and maintenance of industry and port crane rail
systems for the purpose of lifting and carrying goods and materials. More…
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If you need a railroad construction company in the
southeast—for railroad surfacing, rail construction, railroad track repair or
track maintenance-- Southern National Track is the track contractor to call.

Just take a look at our qualifications:
● SNT Field Managers have a combined 105 years of track construction
experience.
● SNT uses state of the art equipment to create or adjust all types of track
geometry scenarios.
● SNT offers 24-hr emergency service and car re-railing ability.
● SNT is a member of the National Railroad Contractors Association.
● SNT is licensed and bonded in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas.
● More…

Southern National Track Projects:
SNT, one of the premier railroad contractors in Florida, has performed railroad
construction and operated as track repair contractor for many well-known
companies in the southeast including Amtrak, CSX, Progress Energy, and the
Kennedy Space Center.
Whether the project was new track/switches/crossings, roadbed preparation and
drainage, bridges, welded rail, direct fixation crane rail, rail servicing yards, or
rehabilitation, SNT has the breadth and depth of experience to handle your
railroad project. See our recent projects here.

Consider these testimonials
Call today and allow us to assist with your next rail project. We can even help
with the conceptual and design elements of the job.
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